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However, developing deep learning models for natural language
processing in search systems inevitably needs to meet the requirements of the complicated ecosystem of search engine. For example, some systems need frequent model updates, which excludes
lengthy model training. In addition, low serving latency constraint
precludes complex models from being used. How to keep model
quality with relatively low complexity is a constant challenge faced
by deep learning practitioners.
In this tutorial, we summarize the current effort of deep learning
for natural language processing in search systems, as shown in
Section 2. We first give an overview of search systems and natural language processing in search, followed by basic concepts
of deep learning for natural language processing [8, 12, 13, 22].
Then we introduce how to apply deep natural language processing
in search systems in practice: (a) query/document understanding that focuses on extracting and inferring relevant information
from text data, specifically, classification [11, 16], entity tagging
[10] and entity disambiguation [20]; (b) retrieval and ranking
for semantically matching relevant documents [9, 14], where the
strong latency restrictions can be alleviated by various methods
[5, 7]; (c) language generation techniques designed to proactively
guide/interact with users to further resolve ambiguity in the original
search. Three representative generation tasks [3, 6, 15] are introduced that heavily rely on neural language modeling [1], sequenceto-sequence [21],or generative adversarial networks [4], etc. At
last, we share our hands-on experience with LinkedIn search in
real-world scenarios.
This tutorial gives a comprehensive overview of applying deep
natural language processing techniques in above components
through an end-to-end search system. In addition to traditional
search engine, we include several use cases of advanced search
systems such as conversational search [16–19] and task oriented
chatbots [23]. We also highlight several important future trends,
such as interacting with users via query generation, and latency
reduction to meet the industry standard [2].

ABSTRACT
Deep learning models have been very successful in many natural
language processing tasks. Search engine works with rich natural
language data, e.g., queries and documents, which implies great potential of applying deep natural language processing on such data
to improve search performance. Furthermore, it opens an unprecedented opportunity to explore more advanced search experience,
such as conversational search and chatbot. This tutorial offers an
overview on deep learning based natural language processing for
search systems from an industry perspective. We focus on how deep
natural language processing powers search systems in practice. The
tutorial introduces basic concepts, elaborates associated challenges,
reviews the state-of-the-art approaches, covers end-to-end tasks in
search systems with examples, and discusses the future trend.
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INTRODUCTION

Search engines deal with rich natural language data such as user
queries and documents. Improving search quality requires processing and understanding such information effectively and efficiently,
where natural language processing technologies are generally leveraged. As the representative data format in search systems, query or
document data are represented as a sequence of words. Understanding such sequential information is generally a nontrivial task with
traditional methods, with challenges from both data sparsity and
data generalization. Deep learning models provide an opportunity
to effectively extract the representative relevant information, thus
better understand complicated semantics and underlying searcher
intention. Recent years have seen the significant improvements
brought by deep learning in various natural language processing
tasks, indicating its great potential in promoting search systems.

Targeted audience
The target audience is very broad. It is suitable for academic and
industrial researchers, graduate students, and practitioners. After
the tutorial, we expect the audience have learnt concepts and principles of applying state-of-the-art deep learning for natural language
processing in search systems, and gained real-world experiences in
an end-to-end search engine. No specific prerequisite is required,
but some basic knowledge of deep neural networks will help.
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TUTORIAL OUTLINE

1. Introduction (15 mins)
• Overview of Search Systems
• Natural Language Processing in Search
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published peer-reviewed papers in top conferences and journals
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2. Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing (30 mins)
• Preliminaries
• Language Understanding
• Language Generation
3. Deep Natural Language Processing in Search Systems (75
mins)
(1) Query/Document Understanding
• Entity Tagging: word level prediction
• Entity Disambiguation: knowledge base entry prediction
• Intent Classification: sentence level prediction
(2) Document Retrieval and Ranking
• Efficient Candidate Retrieval
• Deep Ranking Models
(3) Language Generation for Search Assistance
• Query Suggestion: word-level sequence to sequence
• Spell Correction: character-level sequence to sequence
• Auto Complete: partial sequence to sequence
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4. Real-world Examples (50 mins)
(1) An End-to-end Example of Deep Natural Language Processing in LinkedIn Search System
(2) Conversational AI
• Chatbot for LinkedIn Help Center
• Natural Language Search at LinkedIn
5. Future Trends and Conclusions (10 mins)
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